There's nothing quite like leather. Its rich texture, beautiful
aesthetic qualities and simply the unmistakable scent of
l eather create an ambience which radiates sheer luxury.
Little surprise then that we have made it one of the
hallmarks of the new Volvo 480 GT.
The 480 GT is a beautifully crafted limited edition coup
evoking the timeless pleasures of stylish motoring. A limited
build of only 250 cars ensures exclusivity and even then you
will find no two the same. A specially commissioned artist
has given each car's interior its own individual character
with a unique hand-printed geometric pattern etched on the
surface of the supple-smooth leather.

The unique interior styling of the Volvo 480 GT is superbly
complemented by all the benefits of modern driving
technology.
From the start, our aim was to create a car which was as
comfortable inside as it was good looking from the outside.
So part of its evolution stemmed from a recognition of the
benefits of enhanced climatic control. A sophisticated airconditioning system effectively regulates the temperature
throughout the car's interior to provide a constant and
pleasant driving environment.
The exterior is just as impressive. The classic coupe design,
made all the more outstanding with the addition of 15" multispoke alloy wheels, with wide low profile tyres and advanced
i ndependent front suspension. The electronically managed
2.0 litre multi-point fuel injection engine - its low end torque
provides superb pulling power at low engine speeds for safe,
effortless overtaking - ensures from the start an exhilarating
and rewarding driving experience. Available in either
Burgundy Pearl Metallic or Racing Green Metallic, the Volvo
480 GT is made to stand out from the crowd.

Government approved fuel consumption figures:
56mph
75mph
Urban
mpg
I/100

282
10.0

49.6
5.7

38.2
7.4

And priced at just £16,245, the 480 GT
represents truly unique value for
money. For further details, contact
your local Volvo Dealer.
Basic Price
VAT

£13,825.53
£2,419.47
£16,245.00

Photography on location at Weston Manor, Weston-on-the-Green.

The information, specification and illustrations relating t o the models described in this
brochure may be different in respect of similar vehicles currently on sale in the UK and
the Republic of Ireland.
When making enquiries about any vehicle, please ask your Volvo dealer to advise you
of any differences to the specifications which are contained in the brochure
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